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Abstract
We provide a path-space integral representation of the semigroup associated with the
quadratic form obtained by lower order perturbation of a symmetric local Dirichlet form. The
representation is a combination of Feynman–Kac and Girsanov formulas, and extends
previously known results in the framework of symmetric diffusion processes through the use of
the Hardy class of smooth measures, which contains the Kato class of smooth measures.
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1. Introduction
Let X ¼ ðO;F;Ft; Xt;PxÞ be a symmetric Markov diffusion processes with state
space E and symmetry measure m: Let ðE;DÞ be the associated (strongly local,
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quasi-regular) Dirichlet form. We examine a class of lower order perturbations of
ðE;DÞ; obtaining path-space integral representations of the associated semigroups.
These representations are a combination of Feynman–Kac and Girsanov formulas.
Let M and Mˆ be local martingale continuous additive functionals (CAFs) of
X (denoted M; MˆAMloc), and let C be a CAF of X with paths locally of ﬁnite
variation. The ordered triple ðM; Mˆ; CÞ is a convenient way of parametrizing the
perturbations we have in mind.
The quadratic variation processes /MS and /MˆS are PCAFs of X; with
corresponding smooth Revuz measures m/MS and m/MˆS; their so-called energy
measures. Similarly, C admits a smooth signed measure n as Revuz measure.
We say that a smooth measure m is of the Hardy class (and write mASH) provided
there are constants d ¼ dðmÞA0;N½ and g ¼ gðmÞA½0;N½ such thatZ
E
u˜2 dmpd  EðuÞ þ g  jjujj22; 8uAD: ð1:1Þ
Here u˜ denotes a quasi-continuous m-version of u; EðuÞ :¼ Eðu; uÞ; and jj  jj2 is the
norm in L2ðmÞ: (In the terminology of [21], (1.1) amounts to the fact that the
quadratic form u/
R
E
u˜2 dm (densely deﬁned in L2ðmÞ) is E1-bounded.)
Decompose n as the difference n ¼ nþ  n of mutually singular smooth measures
nþ and n; and let Cþ (resp. C) be the PCAF corresponding to nþ (resp. n). Let jCj
denote the total variation process of the signed CAF C: Then jCj is a PCAF whose
Revuz measure jnj is (at least locally) the total variation of the signed measure n: Our
basic hypothesis is that each of the measures m/MS; m/MˆS; jnj is of the Hardy class,
and that
d0 :¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2dðMÞ
p
þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2dðMˆÞ
q
þ dðCþÞo1; ð1:2Þ
where dðMÞ ¼ dðm/MSÞ is as in (1.1) for the measure m/MS; etc. Under these
conditions, we can deﬁne a quadratic form Q on D by
Qðu; vÞ :¼Eðu; vÞ 
Z
E
v˜ dm/M ½u;MS

Z
E
u˜ dm/M ½v;MˆS 
Z
E
u˜v˜ dn; u; vAD; ð1:3Þ
where M ½u; M ½v are the square integrable martingale CAFs appearing in the
Fukushima decomposition (2.5) below. (The covariation process /M ½u; MS is a
CAF with paths locally of ﬁnite variation and m/M ½u;MS is the associated smooth
signed measure, etc.) It is easy to check that there is a constant kA0;N½ such that
jQðu; vÞjpk  E1ðuÞ1=2E1ðvÞ1=2; u; vAD: ð1:4Þ
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Moreover,
Qaðu; uÞXð1 d0ÞEðuÞ þ ða a0Þjjujj22; uAD; a4a0; ð1:5Þ
where Qaðu; vÞ :¼ Qðu; vÞ þ aðu; vÞm and a0 :¼ gðMÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=dðMÞp þ gðMˆÞ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2=dðMˆÞq þ
gðCþÞ: The (non-symmetric) quadratic form ðQ;DÞ is a closed form on L2ðmÞ:
Standard theory now yields the existence of a strongly continuous semigroup ðQtÞtX0
of bounded operators on L2ðmÞ (with jjQtjj2-2pea0t for all tX0) whose generator
ðLQ; DðLQÞÞ is related to Q by
ðLQu; vÞm ¼ Qðu; vÞ; 8uADðLQÞ; vAD: ð1:6Þ
Notice that if uAD then uþAD as well. Using the functional calculus for energy
measures [16, Theorem 5.6.2] we obtain m/M ½uþS ¼ Ifu˜40gm/M ½uS for uAD; the
estimate (1.1) now makes it is easy to see that for a4a0;
Qaðuþ; uÞX0; 8uAD: ð1:7Þ
It follows that the semigroup ðQtÞtX0 is positivity preserving: If uX0 is an element
of L2ðmÞ; then QtuX0 m-a.e. This assertion also follows immediately from
Theorem 1.1 below.
The statement of our main result requires the time reversal operators rt; t40;
acting on the sample space O by ½rtoðsÞ :¼ oðt  sÞ; 0pspt:
Theorem 1.1. Define a multiplicative functional Z by
Zt :¼ exp Mt þ Mˆt3rt  12/M  MˆSt þ Ct
 
; tX0; ð1:8Þ
and a family ð %PtÞtX0 of operators by
%Pt f ðxÞ :¼ Ex½Zt f ðXtÞ: ð1:9Þ
Then
(a) %Pt is a well-defined mapping of L
2ðmÞ into itself, and ð %PtÞtX0 is a strongly
continuous semigroup of bounded operators on L2ðmÞ; with jj %Ptjj2-2pea0t for t40:
(b) For each fAL2ðmÞ; Qt f ¼ %Pt f m-a.e.
It is clear from (1.3) that the adjoint semigroup ðQt Þ; which is associated with the
quadratic form Qðu; vÞ :¼ Qðv; uÞ; is the perturbation of ðPtÞ corresponding to the
triple ðMˆ; M; CÞ: This is consistent with Theorem 1.1, because (2.13) below implies
that the adjoint %Pt of %Pt satisﬁes (1.9) with Zt replaced by Zt3rt; in view of (1.8) and
Proposition 2.1(c), the functional Zt3rt satisﬁes (1.8) with the roles of M and Mˆ
reversed.
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Theorem 1.1 improves all results of its type of which we are aware, including
[20, Proposition 3.4]; [29, Theorem 3.4]; [40, Theorem 6.1]; [41, Theorem 2.3];
[43, Theorem II.6.2]; and [48, Theorem 5.1]. See [25,36,37] for related work. We
impose no structural assumptions on the diffusion X; and condition (1.2) is weaker
than conditions imposed by earlier authors. (It is customary in this area to work
under conditions implying that m/MS; m/MˆS; jnj are measures of the Kato class.) Our
method is a reﬁnement of that used in [29], made possible by the use of even and odd
CAFs [11] and Nakao’s divergence [35].
Example 1.1. Suppose that X is standard Brownian motion in Rd : The local
martingale CAF M then admits a stochastic integral representation
Mt ¼
Z t
0
bðXsÞ dXs; ð1:10Þ
where the measurable vector ﬁeld b :Rd-Rd is pathwise locally square integrable, in
the sense that Z t
0
jbðXsÞj2 dsoN; 8t40; ð1:11Þ
Pm-a.s. A similar representation, with vector ﬁeld bˆ; holds for Mˆ: Suppose, for
simplicity, that Ct :¼
R t
0
cðXsÞ ds for some c :Rd-R: A formal integration by parts
in (1.3) shows that the inﬁnitesimal generator LQ can be expressed as
LQu ¼ 1
2
Du þ b  ru  divðu  bˆÞ þ cu
¼ 1
2
Du þ ðb  bˆÞ  ru þ ðc  div bˆÞu: ð1:12Þ
The perturbation implied by the ﬁrst expression for LQ in (1.12) is clearly reﬂected in
formula (1.8) for Zt: The second expression for L
Q in (1.12) is of technical
importance in the proof of Theorem 1.1; the work of Nakao [35] provides a version
of this expression that is valid in the general case.
Under condition (1.2) the semigroup deﬁned by (1.9) operates in LpðmÞ for an
interval ½ p; pþC½1;N of values of p: In the context of elliptic operators in Rd ;
special cases of this result can be found in [4] ðM ¼ Mˆ ¼ 0Þ and [26] ðMˆ ¼ 0Þ; see
also [22,27]. In the same context, a further reﬁnement of the result presented below
can be found in [28,44].
For pA½1;N with conjugate exponent q :¼ p=ðp  1Þ deﬁne
d0ðpÞ :¼ 2p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2dðMÞ
p
þ 2
q
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2dðMˆÞ
q
þ dðCþÞ ð1:13Þ
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and
a0ðpÞ :¼ 2p gðMÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=dðMÞ
p
þ 2
q
gðMˆÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2=dðMˆÞ
q
þ gðCþÞ; ð1:14Þ
with the understanding that 2N ¼ 0: Notice that d0 ¼ d0ð2Þ and a0 ¼ a0ð2Þ: Now
deﬁne
p7 :¼ 4
2 kþ #k8
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðk #k 2Þ2  4ð2 #kþ lÞ
q ; ð1:15Þ
where k :¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2dðMÞp ; #k :¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2dðMˆÞq and l :¼ dðCþÞ: It is easy to check that
po2opþ provided d0ð2Þo1: Moreover, pA½ p; pþ if and only if d0ðpÞp2p  2q:
Theorem 1.2. As before, suppose that d0ð2Þo1: If pA½p; pþ then %Pt maps LpðmÞ into
itself and
jj %Ptjjp-ppea0ðpÞt: ð1:16Þ
Furthermore, if p is finite then ð %PtÞtX0 is a strongly continuous semigroup on LpðmÞ:
In Section 2 we describe precisely the setting in which we shall be working, and we
recall necessary facts about symmetric diffusions and their Dirichlet forms. Section 3
contains the proof of Theorem 1.1 while section 4 contains the proof of Theorem 1.2.
A number of examples are discussed in Section 5.
2. Preliminaries
As stated in the ﬁrst section, our interest is in Girsanov/Feynman–Kac trans-
formations of a symmetric Markov diffusion process X ¼ ðO;F;Ft; Xt; yt;PxÞ: For
general background on such diffusions we refer the reader to [16].
Getting down to speciﬁes, we assume that the state space ðE;BðEÞÞ of X is
homeomorphic to a Borel subset of some compact metric space; here BðEÞ is the
class of Borel subsets of E: Furthermore, we assume that the transition semigroup of
X; deﬁned by
Pt f ðxÞ :¼ Ex½ f ðXtÞ; tX0; fAbBðEÞ; ð2:1Þ
maps bBðEÞ (the class of bounded real-valued BðEÞ-measurable functions on E)
into itself. In view of the symmetry of X (discussed below) this assumption of Borel
measurability entails no loss of generality; see [15, Section 3]. To allow for the
possibility that PtIEðxÞo1 for some states xAE; we adjoin a cemetery state D to E;
the process X is sent to D at its lifetime z: By convention any function (resp. measure)
deﬁned on E (resp. E) is extended to D by declaring its value at D (resp. fDg) to be 0:
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By diffusion we mean that X is a strong Markov process such that (i) the paths
½0; zðoÞ½{t/XtðoÞ are continuous, and (ii) the lifetime z is a predictable stopping
time. For this reason we can (and do) take the sample space O to be the space of
paths o from ½0;N½ to E,fDg that are E-valued and continuous on ½0; zðoÞ½ and
hold the value D after zðoÞ :¼ infftjoðtÞ ¼ Dg:
In saying that X is symmetric, with symmetry measure m; we mean that m is a
s-ﬁnite measure on ðE;BðEÞÞ such that
ð f ; PtgÞm ¼ ðPt f ; gÞm 8f ; gApBðEÞ; ð2:2Þ
where ðu; vÞm :¼
R
E
uv dm: In this case ðPtÞ restricted to bBðEÞ-L2ðmÞ extends
uniquely to a strongly continuous contraction semigroup in L2ðmÞ: Of course, (2.2)
implies that this semigroup is self-adjoint. The Dirichlet form associated with X is the
bilinear form
Eðu; vÞ :¼ lim
tk0
t1ðu; v  PtvÞm ð2:3Þ
deﬁned on the vector space
D :¼ uAL2ðmÞj sup
t40
t1ðu; u  PtuÞmoN
 	
: ð2:4Þ
From [14, Section 2] and the work of Albeverio et al. [2,3] we know that the Dirichlet
form ðE;DÞ is quasi-regular. See [16,31] for discussions of quasi-regularity. Because
X is a diffusion, the Dirichlet form ðE;DÞ is strongly local, in the sense that Eðu; vÞ ¼
0 whenever u; vAD and u is constant m-a.e. on a neighborhood of the support of the
measure jvj  m; see [16] or [24].
The ﬁrst exit time infft40jXteBg of a Borel subset of E is denoted tðBÞ: An
increasing sequence fBng of Borel subsets of E is a nest provided PmðlimntðBnÞozÞ ¼
0: The reader is referred to [31, Lemma IV. 4.5] for a characterization of this notion
in terms of the Dirichlet form ðE;DÞ: A Borel set NCE is said to be X-exceptional
provided PmðtðE\NÞozÞ ¼ 0: It can be shown that NABðEÞ is X-exceptional if and
only if there is a nest of compacts fKng such that NC-nKcn :
Each element uAD admits an m-modiﬁcation u˜ such that t/u˜ðXtÞ is continuous
on ½0;N½; Pm-a.s. The function u˜ is quasi-continuous in the sense that there is a nest
ðKnÞ of compact subsets of E such that u˜jKnACðKnÞ for every n: Moreover, the CAF
A
½u
t :¼ u˜ðXtÞ  u˜ðX0Þ admits a Fukushima decomposition
u˜ðXtÞ  u˜ðX0Þ ¼ M ½ut þ N ½ut ; 8tX0; ð2:5Þ
Px-a.s. for q.e. xAE; in which M ½u and N ½u are CAFs of X; M ½u is a martingale such
that supt40 t
1Em½ðM ½ut Þ2oN; and limt-0 t1Em½ðN ½ut Þ2 ¼ 0: This decomposition
is unique, and its components M ½u and N ½u are referred to as the martingale and
zero-energy parts, respectively, of A½u:
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We useM (resp.N) to denote the class of martingale CAFs of ﬁnite energy (resp.
CAFs of zero energy). To deﬁne these classes precisely, introduce the mutual energy
eðM; NÞ of two CAFs by
eðM; NÞ :¼ lim
tk0
ð2tÞ1Em½MtNt ð2:6Þ
whenever the limits exists. Then, writing eðMÞ for eðM; MÞ;
M :¼fMjM is a CAF of X; for each t40; Ex½M2t oN and
Ex½Mt ¼ 0 for q:e: xAE; eðMÞoNg;
and
N ¼fNjN is a CAF of X; for each t40; Ex½jNtjoN
for q:e: xAE; eðNÞ ¼ 0g: ð2:8Þ
When equipped with the inner product ðM; M 0Þ/eðM; M 0Þ; the classM is a Hilbert
space.
A function u : E-R is locally in D (notation: uADloc) provided there is a nest
fEng of ﬁnely open sets and a sequence fung of elements ofD such that u ¼ un; m-a.e.
on En for each nAN: Each uADloc admits a quasi-continuous modiﬁcation u˜
such that (2.5) holds for tA½0; z½; where now M ½uAMloc and N ½uANloc: (The
localizations Mloc and Nloc of M and N are deﬁned in the obvious way; for
example, NANloc if and only if there is a nest fEng of ﬁnely open sets and a
sequence fNðnÞg of elements of N such that Nt ¼ NðnÞt for all 0ptotðEnÞ; Pm-a.s.
for each nAN: The elements of Mloc and Nloc are local additive functionals as
discussed on page 226 in [16].)
If MAMloc; then the quadratic variation process /MS is a PCAF of X:
The associated Revuz measure m/MS is a smooth measure, and MAM if and
only if m/MSðEÞoN; in which case eðMÞ ¼ 12 m/MSðEÞ: As a matter of notation,
m/uS :¼ m/M ½uS for uADloc: More generally, given M; M 0AMloc; the covariation
process /M; M 0S is a CAF of X locally of ﬁnite variation; as such it admits
a smooth signed Revuz measure m/M;M 0S; and if M and M
0 both lie in M
then eðM; M 0Þ ¼ 1
2
m/M;M 0SðEÞ: If f is a quasi-continuous function, then the Itoˆ
integral
ð f MÞt :¼
Z t
0
f ðXsÞ dMs ð2:9Þ
deﬁnes an element ofMloc: Evidently f MAM if and only if fAL2ðm/MSÞ; in which
case eð f MÞ ¼ 1
2
R
E
f 2 dm/MS: In consonance with the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality
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satisﬁed by e; we have, by the Kunita–Watanabe inequality [10, VII. 54],Z
E
fg dm/M;M 0S




 



p Z
E
f 2 dm/MS
 1=2 Z
E
g2 dm/M 0S
 1=2
: ð2:10Þ
Also, because m/M7M 0S ¼ m/MS72m/M;M 0S þ m/M 0S is a positive measure, we have
m/MþM 0Sp2m/MS þ 2m/M 0S: ð2:11Þ
Given t40 and a path o with zðoÞ4t; deﬁne the reversed (at time t) path rto by
rtðoÞðsÞ :¼
oðt  sÞ; 0pspt;
oð0Þ; s4t:

ð2:12Þ
Actually, rt is a mapping of equivalence classes of paths that coincide up to time t;
thus F3rt is well deﬁned on ftozg provided F is Ft-measurable. See [46] for more
details. The importance of rt stems from the following ampliﬁcation of the symmetry
property (2.2): For every t40 and every positive Ft-measurable function F ;
Em½F3rt : toz ¼ Em½F : toz: ð2:13Þ
Given a CAF A of X; the even and odd parts of A are deﬁned by the formulae
Aevent :¼ ½At þ At3rt=2; Aoddt :¼ ½At  At3rt=2; 0ptoz: ð2:14Þ
We say that A is even (resp. odd) provided At ¼ Aevent (resp. At ¼ Aoddt ) Pm-a.s. on
ftozg for each t40: It is easy to check to that Aeventþs ¼ Aevent þ Aevens 3yt Pm-a.s. on
ft þ sozg; and similarly for Aodd:
For proofs of the facts asserted in the following proposition, see [11,12].
Proposition 2.1. (a) Every element of Nloc is an even CAF.
(b) If uADloc; then the even part of the local martingale CAF M ½u is N ½u; while the
odd part is A½u:
(c) Every CAF locally of finite variation is even.
The odd part of a general martingale CAF can be expressed in terms of a
divergence-like functional deﬁned by Nakao: according to [35, Section 3], there is a
linear map L :M-N; such that
lim
tk0
t1Em½hðX0ÞLðMÞt ¼ eðM ½h; MÞ; 8MAM; hAD: ð2:15Þ
In particular, LðM ½uÞ ¼ N ½u for all uAD; because of [16, Theorem 5.2.4]. By Nakao
[35, Theorem 2.2], identity (2.15) uniquely determines LðMÞAN: Localization
arguments allow one to extend L to a linear mapping of Mloc into Nloc such that
Modd ¼ M þ LðMÞ and Meven ¼ LðMÞ for all MAMloc: It should be noted that
LðMÞANloc for MAMloc is uniquely determined in the sense that for
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Mð1Þ; Mð2ÞAMloc; M
ð1Þ
t ¼ Mð2Þt 8tA½0; z½Px-a.s. for q.e. xAE implies LðMð1ÞÞt ¼
LðMð2ÞÞt 8tA½0; z½ Px-a.s. for q.e. xAE:
A (positive) measure m on E is said to be of the Kato class (notation mASK )
provided an estimate of the form
jmUað f Þjpcajj f jj1; 8fAL1ðmÞ; ð2:16Þ
obtains, with lima-N ca ¼ 0: If (2.16) holds for even a single a40 with caA½0;N½;
then m is said to be of Dynkin class (notation mASD). Any element of SD is a smooth
measure, by [15, (4.15)]. Alternatively, a smooth measure m; with associated PCAF
Am; is of the Kato class (resp. Dynkin class) if and only if the function atðxÞ :¼
Ex½Amt  satisﬁes
lim
t-0
jjatjjN ¼ 0; ðresp: atALNðmÞ for some ðor allÞ t40Þ; ð2:17Þ
where the norm jj  jjN is that of LNðmÞ:
Given mASD; [13, Example (1.17)] implies that (1.1) holds with d ¼ ca and g ¼ aca;
cf. [21, Lemma VI. 4.8a] and [45, Theorem 3.1]. Thus SKCSDCSH ; where the Hardy
class SH is as deﬁned in Section 1.
By combining [45, Proposition 1.9] with the proof of [13, Theorem 4.22], we obtain
the following link between SK and the class of smooth measures.
Proposition 2.2. If m is a positive smooth measure, then there exists a strictly positive
quasi-continuous jAD such that the measure j  m is of the Kato class.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
We now ﬁx a triple ðM; Mˆ; CÞ as described in Section 1; especially, condition (1.2)
holds. The bilinear form Q; its associated semigroup ðQtÞ; and the multiplicative
functional Z are also as in Section 1. Let ðVaÞa4a0 be the resolvent associated
with ðQ;DÞ: It follows immediately from (1.4) and (1.5) that ðQ;DÞ is a quasi-
regular positivity preserving form, and that the quasi notions (nest, quasi-
continuity, etc.) associated with ðQ;DÞ coincide with the analogous notions
for ðE;DÞ: The same remarks apply to the restricted forms ðQðnÞ;DðnÞÞ considered
below.
Before embarking on the proof of Theorem 1.1, we establish some properties of Z:
To this end, the following expression for Zt will be useful. Because LðMˆÞ is even and
Mˆ þ LðMˆÞ is odd,
Mˆt3rt ¼ ½Mˆt þ LðMˆÞt3rt  LðMˆÞt ¼ Mˆt  2LðMˆÞt ð3:1Þ
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Pm-a.s. on ftozg for each t40: Therefore
Zt ¼ exp Kt  12/KSt þ Ct  2LðMˆÞt
 
; Pm  a:s: on ftozg; 8t40; ð3:2Þ
where K :¼ M  Mˆ:
With regard to condition (ii) in part (b) of the lemma to follow, notice that
if Mˆ ¼ Mo þ M ½u where Mo is odd, then LðMˆÞ ¼ N ½u: For general Mˆ; the
representation LðMˆÞ ¼ N ½u is locally true, by an important result of Oˇshima and
Yamada [39].
Lemma 3.1. (a) If m/MS þ m/MˆS þ jnjASK ; then %Pt defined by (1.9) maps L2ðmÞ into
itself and there is a constant c1 such that jj %Ptjj2-2pc1  ec1t for all t40:
(b) Suppose that (i) m/MS þ m/MˆS þ jnjASK ; (ii) 2LðMˆÞ ¼ N ½r for some rADloc;
(iii) m/rSASK ; and (iv) *r is bounded. Then there is a constant c2 such that for m-a.e.
xAE;
Ex sup
0psot4z
Zs
" #
pc2ec2t; 8t40: ð3:3Þ
Proof. (a) Decompose the CAF C as the difference Cþ  C of PCAFs with
mutually singular Revuz measures nþ and n; respectively. Then nþpjnj; and because
m/MS þ m/MˆS þ jnjASK ; so also
Z :¼ ð9=2Þ½m/MS þ m/MˆS þ 3nþASK : ð3:4Þ
Let f and g be non-negative elements of L2ðmÞ: Then by Ho¨lder’s inequality and the
expression (1.8) for Zt;
Em½ f ðX0ÞZtgðXtÞpEm½ f ðX0Þ2e3Mtð9=2Þ/MSt 1=3
 Em½gðXtÞ2e3Mˆt3rtð9=2Þ/MˆSt 1=3Em½ f ðX0ÞeBt gðXtÞ1=3; ð3:5Þ
where Bt :¼ ð9=2Þ/MSt þ ð9=2Þ/MˆSt þ 3Cþt is the PCAF with Revuz measure Z:
Now e3Mtð9=2Þ/MSt is a positive supermartingale, so Ex½e3Mtð9=2Þ/MSt p1 for q.e.
xAE: Thus the ﬁrst factor on the right side of (3.5) is no bigger than jj f jj2=32 : Because
/MˆS is even, the middle factor on the right side of (3.5) is equal to
Em½gðXtÞ2e3Mˆt3rtð9=2Þ/MˆSt3rt 1=3 ¼ Em½gðX0Þ2e3Mˆtð9=2Þ/MˆSt 1=3pjjgjj2=32 ; ð3:6Þ
because e3Mˆtð9=2Þ/MˆSt is also a positive supermartingale. Finally, by Getoor
[18, (3.14)], (3.4) implies the existence of a constant c1 such that the third factor
on the right side of (3.5) is no bigger than c1e
c1tjj f jj1=32 jjgjj1=32 : Combining these
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estimates we ﬁnd that
Em½ f ðX0ÞZtgðXtÞpc1  ec1tjj f jj2jjgjj2; ð3:7Þ
which proves the assertion.
(b) By hypothesis there exists r40 such that j *rjpr for q.e. xAE: Using (3.2) and
the notation Cþ from the proof of part (a), we see that
sup
0psot4z
Zspe2r sup
0pspt
Js  12/JSs
 
exp 1
2
/JSt þ Cþt
 
; ð3:8Þ
Pm-a.s., where J :¼ K þ M ½r: Now m/JSp4m/MS þ 4m/MˆS þ 2m/rS by (2.11), so
the Revuz measures of /JS and Cþ are of the Kato class; thus there is a constant
kA0;N½ such that for q.e. xAE;
Ex½expð/JSt þ 2Cþt Þpkekt ð3:9Þ
and
Ex½expð6/JStÞpkekt ð3:10Þ
for all t40; see for example [15, (3.11)]. Applying Doob’s inequality to the martingale
expðJ  1
2
/JSÞ we obtain
Ex sup
0pspt
exp Js  12/JSs
 



 



2
" #
p 4Ex½expð2Jt /JStÞ
p 4Ex½expð4Jt  8/JStÞ1=2Ex½expð6/JStÞ1=2
p 4
ﬃﬃﬃ
k
p
eðk=2Þt; ð3:11Þ
because expð4Jt  8/JStÞ is a martingale. In view of (3.9) and (3.11), the assertion
follows from (3.8) and the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality. &
Let LQ; with domain DðLQÞ; denote the inﬁnitesimal generator of the semigroup
ðQtÞ: Fix uADðLQÞ: Then by (1.3), for all vAD
Eðu; vÞ ¼Qðu; vÞ þ
Z
E
v˜ dm/M ½u;MS þ
Z
E
u˜ dm/M ½v;MˆS þ
Z
E
u˜v˜ dn
¼ðLQu; vÞm þ
Z
E
v˜ dm/M ½u;MMˆS
þ 2eðu˜M ½v þ v˜M ½u; MˆÞ þ
Z
E
u˜v˜ dn: ð3:12Þ
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From this it follows that
N
½u
t ¼
Z t
0
LQuðXsÞ ds /M ½u; KSt
þ 2
Z t
0
u˜ðXsÞ3 dLðMˆÞs 
Z t
0
u˜ðXsÞ dCs; ð3:13Þ
where the Stratonovich-type integral
R t
0 u˜ðXsÞ3 dLðMˆÞs is deﬁned byZ t
0
u˜ðXsÞ3dLðMˆÞs :¼ L
Z 
0
u˜ðXsÞ dMˆs
 
t
1
2
/M ½u; MˆSt: ð3:14Þ
That is, the Fukushima decomposition associated with u is
u˜ðXtÞ  u˜ðX0Þ ¼M ½ut þ
Z t
0
LQuðXsÞ ds /K ; M ½uSt
þ 2
Z t
0
u˜ðXsÞ3dLðMˆÞs 
Z t
0
u˜ðXsÞ dCs: ð3:15Þ
Lemma 3.2. Suppose, in addition to the other hypothesis of Theorem 1.1, that
2LðMˆÞ ¼ N ½r for some rADloc: Then for each t40;
u˜ðXtÞZt ¼ u˜ðX0Þ þ
Z t
0
Zs dM
½u
s þ
Z t
0
Zsu˜ðXsÞ dKs þ
Z t
0
ZsL
QuðXsÞ ds; ð3:16Þ
Pm-a.s. on ftozg:
Proof. Because of the assumed form of LðMˆÞ; we have Mˆ3rt ¼ Mˆt  N ½rt : Using
this and (3.2) we factor Z as
Zt ¼ exp Kt  12/KSt þ Ct þ *rðX0Þ þ M ½rt
 
expð *rðXtÞÞ;Pm-a:s: onftozg:
ð3:17Þ
By Nakao [35, Section 4] or [30, Theorem 2.4.1] we have
u˜ðXtÞe *rðXtÞ  u˜ðX0Þe *rðX0Þ
¼
Z t
0
u˜ðXsÞe *rðXsÞ dM ½rs þ
Z t
0
e *rðXsÞ dM ½us

Z t
0
u˜ðXsÞe *rðXsÞ3dN ½rs þ
Z t
0
e *rðXsÞ3dN ½us
þ 1
2
Z t
0
u˜ðXsÞe *rðXsÞ d/M ½rSs 
Z t
0
e *rðXsÞ d/M ½u; M ½rSs: ð3:18Þ
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We focus on the terms

Z t
0
u˜ðXsÞe *rðXsÞ3dN ½rs þ
Z t
0
e *rðXsÞ3dN ½us : ð3:19Þ
In view of (3.13),
N
½u
t ¼
Z t
0
LQuðXsÞ ds /M ½u; KSt þ
Z t
0
u˜ðXsÞ3dN ½rs 
Z t
0
u˜ðXsÞ dCs: ð3:20Þ
By the injectivity of L : Mloc-Nloc; we haveZ t
0
u˜ðXsÞ3dN ½rs ¼ L
Z 
0
u˜ðXsÞ dM ½rs
 
t
1
2
/M ½u; M ½rSt: ð3:21Þ
Consequently,Z t
0
e *rðXsÞ3d
Z 
0
u˜ðXrÞ3N ½rr
 
s
¼
Z t
0
e *rðXsÞ3dL
Z 
0
u˜ðXrÞ dM ½rr
 
s
1
2
Z t
0
e *rðXsÞ d/M ½u; M ½rSs
¼ L
Z 
0
e *rðXsÞu˜ðXsÞ dM ½rs
 
t
1
2
/M ½e
r; uM ½rSt
 1
2
Z t
0
e *rðXsÞ d/M ½u; M ½rSs
¼ L
Z 
0
e *rðXsÞu˜ðXsÞ dM ½rs
 
t
1
2
/M ½ue
r; M ½rSs
¼
Z t
0
½u˜ðXsÞe *rðXsÞ3dN ½rs : ð3:22Þ
Thus, (3.19) is equal toZ t
0
e *rðXsÞLQuðXsÞ ds 
Z t
0
e *rðXsÞ d/K ; M ½uSs 
Z t
0
e *rðXsÞu˜ðXsÞ dCs; ð3:23Þ
which is evidently a continuous semimartingale. Feeding (3.23) into (3.18), then
using Itoˆ’s formula, we obtain (after a straightforward, if tedious, calculation) the
assertion of the lemma. &
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We would like to take expectations of both sides of (3.16), but
we must deal with the fact that the local martingale terms on the right side need not
be martingales. To this end let f fjgjANCL2ðmÞ be total in L2ðmÞ and such that fjX0
for each jAN: Fix a4a0 and notice that the linear span of fVa fjj jANg is
contained in DðLQÞ and is dense therein with respect to the graph norm: If uADðLQÞ
then there is a sequence fgkg of elements of the linear span of f fjg such that
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limkjjVagk  ujj2 ¼ 0 and limkjjLQðVagkÞ  LQujj2 ¼ 0: Each Va fj; being an element
ofD; admits a quasi-continuous m-version gVa fj; therefore, by a standard construction
[16, Theorem 2.1.2], there is an E-nest of compacts fK1ng such that gVa fjjK1nACðK1n Þ for
each n and each j: Next, by (2.2), there is a strictly positive quasi-continuous function
j such that the measure j  ðm/MS þ m/MˆS þ jnjÞ is an element of SK : Because
j is quasi-continuous, there is a nest fK2ng such that jjK2nACðK2n Þ for each n: By
[39, Theorem 2.1], there is a nest fK3ng and a sequence rnADloc such that 2LðMˆÞt ¼
N
½rn
t for P
m-a.s. on 0ptotðK3n Þ for each n: Finally, since m/rnS is a smooth measure
and *rn is quasi-continuous, there is a nest fKn;jgjAN such that IKn;j  m/rnSASK and
*rnjKn;jACðKn;jÞ for each n; jAN: Let p be a probability measure equivalent to m; then
limjE
p½expðtðKˆn-Kn;jÞÞ  expðtðKˆnÞÞ ¼ 0 so we can choose jn so large that
Ep½expðtðKˆn-Kn;jnÞÞ  expðtðKˆnÞÞo1=n2; where Kˆn :¼ K1n-K2n-K3n ; Clearly
Kn :¼ Kˆn-Kn;jn-fjX1=ng; nAN ð3:24Þ
deﬁnes a nest of compact sets. Let En denote the ﬁne interior of Kn with respect to X:
Then En is a ﬁnely open nearly Borel set and is quasi-open.
Deﬁne DðnÞ :¼ fuADju˜ ¼ 0 q:e: on Ecng; and let QðnÞ denote the restriction of Q to
DðnÞ: Clearly ðQðnÞ;DðnÞÞ is a quasi-regular positivity preserving coercive closed form
on L2ðEn; mÞ satisfying the same hypothesis as ðQ;DÞ: In fact, ðQðnÞ;DðnÞÞ is related
to the restriction of E to DðnÞ (which is the Dirichlet form of the part process XEn ) in
exactly the same way that ðQ;DÞ is related to ðE;DÞ: In addition, the conditions of
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 are satisﬁed by XEn and ðQðnÞ;DðnÞÞ: Let ðQðnÞt Þt40 and ðV ðnÞa Þa4a0
be the semigroup and resolvent on L2ðEn; mÞ associated with ðQðnÞ;DðnÞÞ: Let
ðLQ;ðnÞ; DðLQ;ðnÞÞÞ denote the inﬁnitesimal generator of ðQðnÞt Þ: Consider a bounded
uADðLQ;ðnÞÞ: Let tn be the ﬁrst exit time of X from En: Then by Lemma 3.2 (applied
to XEn and ðQðnÞ;DðnÞÞ),
u˜ðXt4tnÞZt4tn ¼ u˜ðX0Þ þ
Z t4tn
0
Zs dM
½u;ðnÞ
s
þ
Z t4tn
0
Zsu˜ðXsÞ dKs þ
Z t4tn
0
ZsL
Q;ðnÞuðXsÞ ds; ð3:25Þ
because uðXtnÞ ¼ 0; Pm-a.s. Here was used the fact that ZðnÞ (resp. K ðnÞ), the analog
of Z (resp. K) with respect to XEn and ðQðnÞ;DðnÞÞ; coincides with Z (resp. K) on
½0; tn½: Let fTkg be an increasing sequence of stopping times with Tkmz as k-N
reducing the local martingale terms on the right-hand side of (3.25). Replacing t by
t4Tk in (3.25) and taking expectations we obtain
Ex½u˜ðXt4Tk4tnÞZt4Tk4tn  ¼ u˜ðxÞ þ Ex
Z t4Tk4tn
0
ZsðLQ;ðnÞuÞðXsÞ ds
 
; ð3:26Þ
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for m-a.e. xAEn: Because u is bounded, Lemma 3.1(b) permits us to conclude that, as
k-N; the left side of (3.26) converges to Ex½u˜ðXt4tnÞ for m-a.e. xAEn: On the other
hand
Ex
Z t4tn
0
ZsðLQ;ðnÞuÞðXsÞ ds
 



 



pZ t
0
%PðnÞs jLQ;ðnÞujðxÞ dsoN ð3:27Þ
for m-a.e. xAEn; where
%PðnÞs f ðxÞ :¼ Ex½ f ðXsÞZs : sotn ð3:28Þ
and the ﬁnal inequality on the right-hand side of (3.27) follows from Lemma 3.1(a).
Passing to the limit in (3.25) as k-N; we obtain
Ex½u˜ðXt4tnÞZt4tn  ¼ uðxÞ þ Ex
Z t4tn
0
ZsðLQ;ðnÞuÞðXsÞ ds
 
ð3:29Þ
for m-a.e. xAEn; provided uADðLQ;ðnÞÞ is bounded. For uADðLQ;ðnÞÞ of the form
V
ðnÞ
a g ð0pgAL2ðEn; mÞÞ; by the construction of the nest fKng; there is a sequence
fgkg of non-negative elements of L2ðmÞ such that uk :¼ V ðnÞa gk is in LNðEn; mÞ; uk
converges in L2ðEn; mÞ to u and LQ;ðnÞuk ¼ auk  gk converges to LQ;ðnÞu in L2ðEn; mÞ:
(The boundedness of uk comes from the inequality V
ðnÞ
a fp1Kn  Va f for all non-
negative fAL2ðmÞ; which is a consequence of the fact that these resolvents are
associated with quasi-regular positivity preserving forms. Indeed, the inequality is
easy to prove if ðVaÞa4a0 is subMarkov, hence the resolvent of a right process; the
h-transform technique of Section 5 of [32] allows us to reduce the general case to the
subMarkov case.) Substituting uk for u in (3.29) and then passing the limit as k-N;
we see that (3.29) is valid for all uADðLQ;ðnÞÞ; since any such u can be written as
V
ðnÞ
a g1  V ðnÞa g2 for non-negative g1; g2AL2ðEn; mÞ: That is, we have,
%P
ðnÞ
t uðxÞ ¼ uðxÞ þ
Z t
0
%PðnÞs ðLQ;ðnÞuÞðxÞ ds; m-a:e: xAEn; ð3:30Þ
for all uADðLQ;ðnÞÞ: This implies the strong continuity of %PðnÞt on DðLQ;ðnÞÞ; hence on
L2ðEn; mÞ: Note that %PðnÞt maps L2ðEn; mÞ into itself by Lemma 3.1(a), because
IEnðm/MS þ m/MˆS þ jnjÞ is a Kato class smooth measure with respect to XEn : Hence
lim
tk0
%P
ðnÞ
t u  u
t
¼ LQ;ðnÞu: ð3:31Þ
Thus, using ð %LðnÞ; Dð %LðnÞÞÞ to denote the inﬁnitesimal generator of ð %PðnÞt Þt40; we have
shown
DðLQ;ðnÞÞCDð %LðnÞÞ and LQ;ðnÞ ¼ %LðnÞ on DðLQ;ðnÞÞ: ð3:32Þ
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Let %U
ðnÞ
a :¼
RN
0 e
at %PðnÞt dt denote the resolvent operator associated with %LðnÞ: Fix
fAL2ðEn; mÞ and deﬁne, for a4a0; v :¼ V ðnÞa f : Then vADðLQ;ðnÞÞCDð %LðnÞÞ and
%LðnÞv ¼ LQ;ðnÞv ¼ av  f : But Dð %LðnÞÞ coincides with %UðnÞa ðL2ðEn; mÞÞ; so there exists
gAL2ðEn; mÞ such that v ¼ %UðnÞa g; in which case %LðnÞv ¼ av  g: It follows that f ¼ g;
and then that %U
ðnÞ
a f ¼ V ðnÞa f ; for all fAL2ðEn; mÞ: This identity of resolvents implies
that the associated semigroups ð %PðnÞt Þ and ðQðnÞt Þ coincide.
It remains to let n-N: Since limntn ¼ z; Pm-a.s., dominated convergence tells us
that limn %U
ðnÞ
a f ðxÞ ¼ %Uaf ðxÞ for m-a.e. xAE and each fAL2ðmÞ: On the other hand,
by Lemma 3.6 in [24], limnV
ðnÞ
a f ¼ Va f in a norm stronger than that of L2ðmÞ for f
in a dense subset of L2ðmÞ: It follows that the resolvents of the semigroups ð %PtÞ and
ðQtÞ coincide, hence so do the semigroups. Our theorem is proved. &
4. Proof of Theorem 1.2
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is adapted from [26] but the method is well known; see
[8, Section 2.2]. By duality it sufﬁces to consider the case pA2; pþ: Fix a non-
negative fALpðmÞ-L2ðmÞ: Then u :¼ %Pt f is an element of D: By considering the
nest fGng deﬁned by Gn :¼ fu˜ong and the associated part space ðQðnÞ;DðnÞ) (as in
Section 3), we can (and do) assume that u is bounded. Then uALpðmÞ; and both
up1 and up=2 are elements of D; because juðyÞr  uðxÞrjpjjujjr1N juðyÞ  uðxÞj and
juðxÞrjpjjujjr1N juðxÞj for rX1: We now compute
d
dt
Z
E
½ea0ðpÞt %P f p dm ¼ pea0ðpÞpt
Z
E
½up1LQu  a0ðpÞup dm
¼  pea0ðpÞpt½Qðu; up1Þ þ a0ðpÞjjujjpp; ð4:1Þ
to see that it sufﬁces to check that
Qðu; up1Þ þ a0ðpÞjjujjppX0: ð4:2Þ
Noting that
R
E
up2 dm/uS ¼ 8p2Eðup=2; up=2Þ ¼ 2ðp  1Þ1Eðu; up1Þ; we see that
Qðu; up1Þ ¼ 4ðp  1Þp2Eðup=2; up=2Þ 
Z
E
u˜p1 dm/M ½u;MS

Z
E
u˜ dm/M ½up1 ;MˆS 
Z
E
u˜p dn
X ð4ðpqÞ1  d0ðpÞÞEðup=2; up=2Þ  a0ðpÞjjujjpp
X  a0ðpÞjjujjpp: ð4:3Þ
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Thus, for non-negative fALpðmÞ-L2ðmÞ we have
d
dt
Z
E
jea0ðpÞt %P f jp dmp0; tX0;
which implies that jjea0ðpÞt %P f jjppjj f jjp for such f : By an obvious approximation
argument this inequality extends to all fALpðmÞ: Thus each %Pt maps LpðmÞ into itself
and (1.16) holds.
For ﬁnite p; to prove the strong continuity it is enough, by [47, IX.1], to establish
weak continuity; that is, the continuity of t/ðg; %P f Þm for all fALpðmÞ and
gALqðmÞ: In view of the norm estimate proved in the preceding paragraph, we need
only consider f and g in L1ðmÞ-LNðmÞ: But L1ðmÞ-LNðmÞCL2ðmÞ; so the
required weak continuity follows from the strong continuity of ð %PtÞ on L2ðmÞ
asserted in Theorem 1.1.
5. Examples
Example 5.1 (Sobolev inequality, cf. [29,41]). Fix d42: Assume that a quasi-regular
strongly local Dirichlet form ðE;DÞ on L2ðmÞ satisﬁes the following Sobolev
inequality: There is a constant CdA0;N½ such that DCL
2d
d2ðmÞ and for uAD
jjujj22d
d2
pCd Eðu; uÞ: ð5:1Þ
More concretely, let E be a smooth complete d-dimensional Riemannian manifold
ðM; gÞ without boundary, with m the volume element of ðM; gÞ: It is known that
if the Ricci curvature is bounded below and if the injectivity radius of ðM; gÞ
is positive, then the following global Sobolev inequality holds (see [19]):
H1ðMÞCL 2dd2ðM; mÞ and for uAH1ðMÞ
jjujj22d
d2
pCd
Z
M
jruj2g dm; ð5:2Þ
which is (5.1) for the Dirichlet form Eðu; vÞ :¼ 1
2
R
E
/ru;rvSg dm naturally
associated with ðM; gÞ: The Sobolev inequality (5.1) yields the following estimate
(see Theorem 2.4.2 and its proof in [8]): for aX1; there exists a constant Ca;dA0;N½
such that
jjPtjja-NpCa;dt
d
2a; 8t40; ð5:3Þ
where jjPtjja-N denotes the operator norm of the semigroup ðPtÞt40 from LaðmÞ to
LNðmÞ: Then, for fALpðmÞ with pXd; f 2m is of the Hardy class and dð f 2mÞ can be
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taken to be arbitrarily small. Indeed, when p4d; f 2m is of the Kato class because
j/ f 2mUa; hSjp
Z N
0
eatjjPt f 2jjNjjhjj1 dt
pCp
2
;d
Z N
0
eatt
d
pjj f jj2pjjhjj1 dt
p a
d
p
1
Cp
2
;d
Z N
0
ess
d
p dsjj f jj2pjjhjj1 for hAL1ðmÞ: ð5:4Þ
When p ¼ d; f 2m is not of the Kato class in general; however, for uAD;Z
E
u2f 2 dm ¼
Z
fj f jpNg
u2f 2 dm þ
Z
fj f j4Ng
u2f 2 dm
pN2jjujj22 þ jjIfjf j4Ngf jj2d jjujj22d
d2
pN2jjujj22 þ Cd jjIfj f j4Ngf jj2d Eðu; uÞ; ð5:5Þ
which implies that dð f 2mÞ :¼ Cd jjIfj f j4Ng f jj2d can be made as small as we please by
choosing N sufﬁciently large; cf. [42].
Suppose that ðE;DÞ has the following expression:
Eðu; vÞ ¼ 1
2
Z
E
Gðu; vÞ dm for u; vAD; ð5:6Þ
that is, the energy measure m/u;vS; u; vAD has a density Gðu; vÞAL1ðmÞ: Then,
for each MAMloc; the Revuz measure m/MS associated with the quadratic va-
riation process /MSt has the expression GðMÞm by use of [35, Lemma 2.2].
Consider M; MˆAMloc and Ct :¼
R t
0 cðXsÞ ds and suppose that GðMÞ1=2ALpðmÞ;
GðMˆÞ1=2ALqðmÞ and cALr=2ðmÞ for p; q; rXd: Then m/MS; m/MˆS and jcjm are in the
Hardy class and d0 can be taken to be arbitrarily small. Note that Cþt ¼
R t
0 c
þðXsÞ ds;
where cþ :¼ maxfc; 0g and Cþ is the PCAF associated with the positive part nþ of
the signed smooth measure n :¼ cm:
Example 5.2 (Defective log-Sobolev inequality, cf. [20,40]). Assume that m is a
Borel probability measure on E and that the quasi-regular strongly local Dirichlet
form ðE;DÞ on L2ðmÞ satisﬁes the defective log-Sobolev inequality: there exist
constants l1; l240 such thatZ
X
juðxÞj2 logðjuðxÞj=jjujj2Þ mðdxÞpl1Eðu; uÞ þ l2jjujj22; 8uAD:
We assume (5.6) and take M; MˆAMloc and C to be as in the preceding paragraph.
Suppose that there exist p1; p2; q1; q2A½1;N½; c1A0;N½ such that ec1p1GðMÞ; ec1p2GðMˆÞ;
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eq1c
þ
; eq2c

AL1ðmÞ and ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2l1
c1p1
s
þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2l1
c1p2
s
þ 2l1
q1
o1: ð5:7Þ
Then m/MS; m/MˆS and jcjm are of the Hardy class with d0 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2l1
c1p1
q
þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2l1
c1p2
q
þ 2l1
q1
by
virtue of Young’s inequality: stps log s  s þ et; sX0; tAR; and the defective log-
Sobolev inequality. Hence we recover the main result of [40] under the milder
assumption (5.7), because d0p2l1ð 1c1p1 þ 1c1p2 þ 1q1Þ þ 12 and the latter quantity was
assumed in [40] to be less than 1:
Example 5.3 (Feynman–Kac formula for CAF locally of zero energy, cf. [6]). Let
ðE;DÞ be a quasi-regular strongly local Dirichlet form on L2ðmÞ as in Section 1.
Let M ¼ Mˆ ¼ 1
2
M ½r ¼ M ½r=2 for some rADloc and let C ¼ 0: Suppose
that m/rSASH with dðm/rSÞo1=2: Then assumption (1.2) is satisﬁed: d0 ¼
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2dðM ½r=2Þ
p
¼ 2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
21dðm/rSÞ
q
o2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
41
p
¼ 1: Since N ½r is the even part of M ½r;
we have Zt ¼ exp½N ½rt ; Pm-a.s. on ftozg; hence Qt f ðxÞ ¼ Ex½expðN ½rt Þf ðXtÞ; m-a.e.
xAE for fAL2ðmÞ: When rADe; ðQ;DÞ has the following expression:
Qðu; vÞ ¼ Eðu; vÞ þ Eðuv; rÞ for u; vAbD: ð5:8Þ
Here De is the extended Dirichlet space of ðE;DÞ; see p. 36 in [16].
Example 5.4 (Hardy inequality in upper half plane). Let Rdþ :¼ fx ¼
ð %x; xdÞARd j %xARd1; xd40g be the upper half plane in Rd ðdX2Þ: We consider the
classical Dirichlet form ðE;DÞ :¼ ð1
2
D; H10 ðRdþÞÞ on L2ðRdþÞ associated with the
Brownian motion ðO; BRdþt ;PxÞ on Rdþ with absorbing boundary Rd0 :¼ fx ¼
ð %x; xdÞARd j %xARd1; xd ¼ 0g:
Then the following Hardy inequality holds (see [34, Section 2.1.6], [9, Theorem 6]):Z
Rdþ
uðxÞ2
jxd j2
dxp4
Z
Rdþ
jruðxÞj2 dx for all uAH10 ðRdþÞ: ð5:9Þ
Fix e40 and let bðxÞ :¼ ðð16þ eÞxdÞ1e1; bˆðxÞ :¼ ðð16þ eÞxdÞ1ed ; and cðxÞ :¼
ð16þ eÞ1x2d ; where e1 :¼ ð1; 0;?; 0Þ; ed :¼ ð0;?; 0; 1Þ: We consider Mt :¼R t4tþ
0 bðBsÞ dBs; Mˆt :¼
R t4tþ
0 bˆðBsÞ dBs and Ct :¼
R t4tþ
0 cðBsÞ ds; where tþ :¼
tðRdþÞ is the ﬁrst exit time of d-dimensional Brownian motion ðO; Bt;PxÞ from Rdþ:
Then our assumptions are satisﬁed with d0 ¼ 16=ð16þ eÞo1: Note jbj; jbˆj; ceLpðRdþÞ
for any p40:
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Example 5.5 (cf. [5,13; (4.2)]; [17,23,33,38]). When dX3; the following Hardy
inequality holds: for any r40Z
Brð0Þ
uðxÞ2
jxj2 dxp
4
ðd  2Þ2
Z
Brð0Þ
jruðxÞj2 dx for uAH10 ðBrð0ÞÞ: ð5:10Þ
Hence Z
Rd
uðxÞ2
jxj2 dxp
4
ðd  2Þ2
Z
Rd
jruðxÞj2 dx for uAH1ðRdÞ: ð5:11Þ
Take jACNð½0;N½Þ with 0ojp1; j on ½0; 1=2; and jðsÞp1=sd for sA½1;N½:
Let bðxÞ ¼ bˆðxÞ :¼ d216þe jðjxjÞjxj2 x and cðxÞ :¼
ðd2Þ2
16þe
jðjxjÞ2
jxj2 for e40: We consider Mt :¼R t
0 bðBsÞ dBs; Mˆt :¼
R t
0 bˆðBsÞ dBs and Ct :¼
R t
0 cðBsÞ ds: Then jbj2dx; jbˆj2dx and jcjdx
are of the Hardy class with respect to the Dirichlet form associated with
d-dimensional Brownian motion X :¼ ðO; Bt;PxÞ and d0 ¼ 16=ð16þ eÞo1: Note
that jbj; jbˆj; jcj1=2eLpðRdÞ for pXd; but jbj; jbˆj; jcj1=2ALpðRdÞ for d=ðd þ 1Þopod
and jbj2; jbˆj2; jcj are not of the Kato class when the support of j is bounded, by
Theorem 1.3(viii) in [1].
Example 5.6 (Low dimensional case). Fix aX1 and rX1 with raþ1Xa: Let
cðxÞ :¼ 1=jxja; xARd : Then jrcjp1 and 1
2
Dcpaðaþ 2 dÞ=2c on G :¼
fyARd jjyj4rg: We assume d ¼ 1 if a ¼ 1; or d ¼ 1; 2 if a41: Then aðaþ 2
dÞ=241=2: By (4.2) in [13] we have the following Hardy inequality:Z
G
uðxÞ2jxj2a dxp 4
a2ðaþ 1 dÞ2
Z
G
jruðxÞj2 dx for uAH10 ðGÞ: ð5:12Þ
On the other hand, the smooth measure jxj2adx is not of the Kato class with respect
to the Dirichlet form corresponding to the Brownian motion ðO; BGt ;PxÞ on G with
absorbing boundary @Brð0Þ: Indeed, consider
sup
xAG
Z
fjxyjor
2
;rpdðx;GcÞ4dðy;GcÞg
jyj2a dy ¼N; ð5:13Þ
where dðx; GcÞ :¼ infzAGc jx  zj: Let pGt ðx; yÞ on ð0;NÞ  G  G be the heat kernel
for ðBGt Þ; deﬁned by
pGt ðx; yÞ :¼ ptðx; yÞ  Ex½pttðGÞðBtðGÞ; yÞIftðGÞotg; ð5:14Þ
where X ¼ ðO; Bt;PxÞ is the d-dimensional Brownian motion, ptðx; yÞ :¼
1
ð2ptÞd=2 expð
jxyj2
2t
Þ; x; yARd ; is the heat kernel of X; and tðGÞ is the ﬁrst exit
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time of X from G: Then by [7, Proof of Theorem 2.4], for 0oso1=d;
jx  yjorpdðx; GcÞ4dðy; GcÞ;
pGs ðx; yÞX
1
ð2psÞd=2
e
jxyj2
2s  er
2
2s
 !
: ð5:15Þ
Hence, for t=2osoto1=d; jx  yjor=2 and rpdðx; GcÞ4dðy; GcÞ;
pGs ðx; yÞX
1
ð4ptÞd=2
e
r2
4t  er
2
2t
 
¼ : Ct40: ð5:16Þ
Therefore, for to1=d
t
2Ct
sup
xAG
Z
fjxyjor2;rpdðx;GcÞ4dðy;GcÞg
jyj2a dy
p sup
xAG
Z
fjxyjor
2
;rpdðx;GcÞ4dðy;GcÞg
Z t
t=2
pGs ðx; yÞds
 !
jyj2a dy
p sup
xAG
Ex
Z t
0
jBGs j2a ds
 
; ð5:17Þ
which implies that jxj2adx is not of the Kato class (or even of the Dynkin class).
However, if bðxÞ :¼ bˆðxÞ :¼ aðaþ 1 dÞxjxja1=ð16þ eÞ and cðxÞ :¼ a2ðaþ 1
dÞ2jxj2a=ð16þ eÞ; then our assumptions are satisﬁed with d0 ¼ 16=ð16þ eÞo1:
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